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The threat of cyberattacks is a real problem
for law firms, and though the threat is
reason enough to enact more stringent
security policies, there is another compelling
reason — client security requirements. Some
believe these threats are not a problem for
small firms, but nothing could be further
from the truth. In addition, since it is getting
increasingly common for the clients of
law firms to dictate security requirements,
especially in the financial services and
banking industries, all firms should make
strengthening security policies a priority.
Bank of America, for example, explains it this way on their
website: “A vital element of our information security program
requires oversight of third-party suppliers, which applies to
international as well as domestic companies. Contracts with
our suppliers who have access to our customers’ information
require them to substantiate that they meet the strict
requirements of our information security program and only use
the information for restricted purposes.”
President Obama’s Executive Order in February 2013,
“Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,” puts added
pressure on financial institutions to control their contractors
and supply chain, including law firms.

BE AWARE OF THREATS
Law firms face threats from state-sponsored hackers, such as
those from China, industrial espionage by clients’ competitors and
even unskilled individuals who use scripts or programs developed
by others to scan for and attack computer systems and networks.
The increasing mobility of lawyers has further complicated
the information security problem. Smaller law firms might
think they are not a target due to their size, but even they have
clients with desirable data. In many cases, the law firm is a
much easier target than the corporate entity. It’s a problem law
firms cannot ignore, no matter their size.

CONTROL THE CHAOS
Without mindful attention, the changes to security requirements
could bring production at a law firm to a standstill. Care needs to
be taken in order to implement the necessary changes in a way
that does not impede attorneys’ abilities to perform work for their
clients. There is always a balance between protecting the data and
allowing access to those who need it.
Consider end-user password complexity. An eight-

character password is simply not long enough; a password of
that length can be cracked in a few hours. However, enforcing
a change to a 12-character password overnight could cause
several potential negative side effects:
• Users could change their passwords and not remember them
• The helpdesk might not be able to field the number of new
calls generated from the change, and increased after-hours
support could be required for attorneys who work remotely
• The user might write the password on a sticky note or save
it in a plain text file
With planning, training, proper advance notification and
staggering the change among users, the side effects can be
minimized.

PREPARE AND PLAN
Disruptions in productivity can be avoided through careful
technology selection, planning and preparation. Select the most
appropriate security systems that provide the best mix of ease-ofuse and security. Plan ahead. Do not implement new systems and
procedures before they are vetted and tested properly by a small
group of users. Prepare the users by giving appropriate advance
notice and creating a training plan that covers the topics in a
language the users understand.
Simply maintaining a current firewall is no longer enough
protection. The firm must take a holistic approach to safeguarding
data. A firm with the best laid security plans is still at risk if the
employees unwittingly allow the safeguards to be bypassed. A
holistic approach includes security awareness training.

TRAIN THE WEAKEST LINK
Even with the most secure systems, a firm is still vulnerable if its
employees do not follow proper security protocols or are easily
duped into granting access to otherwise suspicious individuals. We
have seen hackers masquerade as vendors or employees in the
IT department and ask for user passwords or other credentials to
help fix a system issue. If the hacker gains access into your system,
untold hours will need to be spent on recovering from the event.
Even after the recovery, there can remain a sense of insecurity
and vulnerability over whether the security team really caught
everything the hacker planted.
Security awareness training is designed to increase end
users’ awareness of the firm’s security policies and potential
threats to the firm, and to increase end users’ willingness to
adhere to the firm’s security requirements. It usually covers:
• Electronic communications
• Incident reporting
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Internet access
Mobile device security
Password policies
Remote access
Social media use
The firm’s Acceptable Use Policy
Visitor policies
Wireless access security

As with any training at the firm, the session should include
an appeal to end users to use good judgment, and it should
help them understand how good security starts with them.
The security training should include courses on protecting the
firm’s data when connected to home networks and the perils of
connecting to unsecured or public wireless networks. Data can
be captured easily in transmission; users need to be aware of the
issues involved.

TRUST BUT VERIFY
Along the same lines, the firm’s vendors must also follow proper
security protocols. Vendors, especially those hosting your data in the
cloud, need to pay particular attention to protecting your data. Review
each vendor’s commitment to protecting your data, as well as their
security certifications and policies.

MONITOR YOUR SYSTEMS
It should go without saying that you should employ top-notch systems
in the areas of antivirus, antispam, malware and intrusion detection.
These systems are critical and need to be deployed and managed well.
A system needs to be in place to ensure this protection is active (i.e.,
not disabled by the end users) and up to date. An outdated antivirus
system can be next to worthless.
Routinely check firewall logs. These will highlight the extent
to which your users are under attack and make you aware of
administrative access and changes to your firewall. Periodically
check the firewall configuration for unwanted changes.
User accounts should also be managed and monitored. A
systematic approach should be used to scan for user accounts
that have not been accessed for a period of time, stale passwords
and membership in administrative groups. Every IT administrator
has seen unauthorized users put in high-level security groups
(like domain administrators) in order to test and troubleshoot
issues, only to accidentally leave them in groups where they do
not belong.

MAKE ENTRY TOUGHER
Two-factor authentication is recommended highly for law firms
of all sizes. Two-factor authentication requires two things from a
user before they are allowed to access a system — something the
user has and something the user knows. The item the user has is a

token, either a physical authentication token or an application on a
smartphone, that generates a passcode. The thing the user knows
is his password or PIN. These items together provide a significant
increase in the security of systems accessed remotely.
Two-factor authentication, however, is yet another area that
could bring production at the firm to a halt if not implemented
correctly. If it’s too complicated, users will not be able or willing
to use the systems, and they will create workarounds or fall back
to systems formerly used to perform work for clients. Designing
an easy-to-use system with as few additional steps as possible
is critical to ensuring a workable system. User training is also
paramount to the successful adoption of this critical technology.

LOCK YOUR DOORS
Physical security is also important. When you lose physical control
of your data, hackers have all the time in the world to bypass your
security protocols. Basic security includes ensuring server room doors,
server cabinets, enclosures, etc. are locked when possible. Affordable
security camera systems that include options for recording physical
access are available.
Whenever possible, stored data should be encrypted. This
reduces the ability of an attacker to gain access to your data in
the event of physical loss of servers, USB keys, laptops, tablets
and other devices. Windows operating systems, for example,
can include Microsoft’s BitLocker functionality. Data encryption
is available for mobile devices, including smartphones, tablets
and portable drives. Some systems, like Windows, have builtin encryption; others need an add-on product. Most products
include a console to ease the administrative overhead of the
added encryption layer.

PROTECT YOUR DATA AT THE DESK
A clean-and-clear desk policy transcends the electronic world into
the physical office space of the end user. This usually involves the
requirement to log off computers when not in use and to lock
computers when unattended for a period of time. Laptops and other
data storage devices should be locked when the employee is not
present. No data, either printed or on any sort of electronic media,
should be left unattended.

PERFORM THIRD-PARTY SECURITY
AUDITS
After all the policies have been determined, new systems and
protections put in place and the end users trained, a third party —
someone not regularly involved with the firm’s day-to-day IT needs
— should be brought in to perform a security analysis.
Participating in a security audit might not be the IT director’s
favorite activity, but even the most security-conscious IT director can
benefit from the assistance and experience of a security expert. The
process should include a top-down evaluation of the systems in use

at the firm, its security policies and practices, and a review of physical
access to the systems. Automated assessments can assist in the
review, but there is no substitute for an expert’s manual review.

CONDUCT PEN TESTS
A penetration test (“pen test” in the security vernacular) is
the process of trying to break into a system in order to verify
vulnerability. This has to be done with care as a pen test
performed recklessly can cause system or network damage
through buffer overflows, Denial of Service attacks (DoS) and
misconfiguration of systems.
The tests should be repeated at minimum annually, though
the shortest reasonable frequency would be best. The tests
should also be repeated after any changes to the firewall or other
major systems. The test should encompass not only the firewall
but any services that pass through the firewall, and any other
outside-facing systems.

REMEDIATE CAREFULLY
The end result of a security audit or pen test will be a remediation
plan. The IT department should not blindly accept recommended
changes without carefully reviewing the changes first considering
possible adverse effects on other systems and the end users.
Recommendations, especially those generated from automated
systems, could easily bring down entire systems. End-user training
and advance notice will pay off as well.

MORE TO COME
The time is now to start a discussion about security within your firm.
This topic is likely to remain on the radar well after this year ends.
With careful planning and preparation, recent advances in security
technology, a holistic approach and the right people involved, your
firm can secure your client’s data without breaking the bank or
frustrating your attorneys.
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